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Faster go to market
Already pre-integrated with all the leading suppliers, NEXUS
facilitates a faster go-to market. With well documented APIs
and SDKs for all platforms, integration is quick and seamless.

Content mapping & standardization
No need to worry about the handling of the same hotel coming from
different suppliers. NEXUS enables returning just one copy of a hotel
mapped across different suppliers. Moreover, when hotel content
comes from multiple content sources, it becomes tough to show the
best of the available content. Our API handles returning of the best
content available across different content sources too.

Flexible search with speed & quality
Our flexible search options allow for an exact circle-based or
polygon-based search within a city or neighborhood. NEXUS
also incorporates optimized search patterns across all suppliers
to bring the best performance out of supplier APIs, while our
developed cloud-first architecture ensures the best of the
rest – performance, scalability and uptime.
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Total control of business
10% of the best content drives 90% of your revenue. Intelligent
insights help you understand your most valued 10% to optimize
it for accuracy, speed and profit. Exercise total control over your
business with the ability to change business configurations and view
business reports in real time. Bias result listing to show the best
and most relevant content on top, while extensive yield management
enables you to be in control of your margins and competitive
at the same time.

Multilingual & distribution-ready API
Ready-to-go API for offering in multiple countries with different
languages, and well documented APIs available for seamless
content distribution to other travel agencies.

Flexible business model
Whether you're a small to mid-sized travel agency that prefers our
SaaS offering with a payas-you-use pricing to keep your costs under
control, or a big business that prefers our Enterprise offering with
dedicated cloud deployment of software, and a dedicated team of
experts for new supplier and third party systems integrations - we've
got just the right engagement model for you.

Integrated Suppliers

Nexus is pre-integrated with all the leading suppliers and ready for you to access
the inventory. If you don't see the supplier you are looking for, contact us.

About Us
Established in 2018, Vervotech was started with the vision and passion of making the travel industry more
efficient and effective, using next-gen technologies. Founded by inspired entrepreneurs with a collective
experience of several decades in travel technology, Vervotech enables travel agencies in jump-starting
their business expansion, and experimenting with new ideas at a fast pace. Vervotech aims to bring
people together with a continued focus on the latest technologies. Collaborating with customers,
Vervotech solves complex problems in the areas of cloud, mobility, e-commerce, data analytics, and social
collaboration - all of which enables an enterprise-wide digital transformation.
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